Homework
This is your writing homework. Once again, here are six writing homework
activities for you to choose from to complete. But… it’s the spring term now, so
expectations are HIGHER than before. Will you impress Mr Cornish? Each week
you must choose one written task, handing your completed work in by each
Thursday. What task will you choose first? You only need to complete five of
the tasks – you can leave the one you most despise!
Struggling to think of a structure? Check out the cheat sheets on the school website.

Task 1: Star Wars (or movie based)

Task 2: Fidget Spinners (or any toy)

Everyone loves movies! Your task,
should you choose to accept it, is to
write a set of instructions on how to
build a new robot. You may include
numbered steps and photographs.
Task 3: Board Games

Love them or hate them, you likely
have a favourite memory linked to
them. If not, choose a different
memory. Write a recount of your
favourite memory.
Task 4: Uniform Leaflet

Persuasive Text. Did you play a board
game at Christmas? Now, persuade a
friend to play the game too. This could
be a video, but make sure you write a
plan before you record!
Task 5: Shelter Box

Discussion Text Leaflet. Should
children have to wear uniform? Your
mission is to design a leaflet to share
the pros and the cons of children
wearing a uniform.
Task 6: Revision

Letter. Not everyone is as fortunate
as we are. Over Christmas, many
children around the world were living in
poverty. Write a letter to one of these
children, giving them hope for the
future. Reflect on how fortunate you
are in your own life.

Poster. Design an A3 poster to share
with a friend. On this poster, share all
the ways you can be a great learner.
How can you revise really effectively?
What are the best ways to learn at
home? Can you think of really fun ways
to prepare for SATs?

Success Criteria:
 You must produce one side of A4 (approximately) or more.
 You must think about your presentation, your spelling, your grammar and your
paragraphing.
 You might produce a plan before your write your text.
 You might word process your text, print it off, and add it to your homework book.
 You can email your work to Mr Cornish: antony.cornish@celticcross.education if you’d
like it to be printed at school.

